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ABSTRACT
Data analytics has evolved to include complex and computationally expensive methods, especially deep learning. While in the past mostly analytical SQL queries were used, the current landscape is divided into database systems that manage the storage of data, and deep learning frameworks that can efficiently process complex algorithms. The communication between two systems creates an inherent performance bottleneck as it requires exporting data from a database system and importing it into a deep learning framework. The strict separation between both systems also prevents users from combining the use of existing SQL features with complex data analytics pipelines.

In this paper we present an approach to integrate deep learning frameworks directly in a database system to overcome these drawbacks. We take the widely used framework PyTorch and integrate it into our main-memory-first database system Umbra. We demonstrate how PyTorch modules can be used directly in SQL queries and show that this leads to efficient execution of deep learning workloads directly in the database system.

1 INTRODUCTION
Modern data processing techniques are evolving quickly. In particular deep learning methods have become popular in recent years. For deep learning, specialized systems such as PyTorch [17] and TensorFlow [1] are often used. They offer an easy-to-use API that provides several building blocks for deep learning analytics. These building blocks can be combined to formulate complex analytics pipelines for many different use-cases.

The data that is processed by deep-learning frameworks often comes from data-warehouses. Data-warehouses use traditional relational database systems to manage and analyze data which is consolidated from different sources. Database systems provide versatile data manipulation and analysis capabilities using SQL. However, database systems usually provide neither the accelerated computational capabilities required for deep learning nor are current SQL dialects suitable to express complex deep learning models.

Storing data in data-warehouses but processing it in specialized deep-learning systems leads to costly communication between both systems. Moving data between different processes on the same machine or even different machines inevitably increases query latencies. Especially for nested queries, where the output of machine learning models is further processed within the database, communicating between two systems creates a severe bottleneck.

In this work we present our Integration of the deep learning framework PyTorch [17] into our database system Umbra [14]. We eliminate most communication overhead between PyTorch and the database by directly integrating it into the query and execution engine as a relational algebra operator.

We chose the PyTorch framework as it is widely used to design, train, and apply deep learning models. PyTorch's extensive capabilities enable many new use cases for the database system. Additionally, PyTorch allows to accelerate linear algebra operations using GPUs out of the box. The easy to use interface of PyTorch makes the use of these methods available to a broad range of users. Considering that many models might be created using PyTorch anyway makes the possibility to just import these more attractive. Not only does the integration of PyTorch enable these things, it is also vastly less implementation effort to add a framework than to create a custom solution within the database system.

Our relational database system Umbra leverages modern techniques to provide in-memory query performance as long as the working set fits into RAM. Umbra uses just-in-time query compilation to generate highly optimized machine code to achieve optimal throughput. Combining Umbra’s excellent query execution speed with PyTorch’s deep learning capabilities results in modern, efficient, yet easy-to-use deep learning analytics pipelines.

2 RELATED WORK
Kraska et al. identified that not only are machine learning based methods an interesting topic for modern database systems, but
create function regression(table) returns table language 'PyTorch' as $$\$
module = 'my_module.pt',
input_shape = (2),
inputs = (x, y),
input_type = float32,
output_type = float64,
output_size = 2,
gpu = true,
batches = false,$$
)
$$;

select id, name, x, z1, z2 from regression(
table
(select id, name, x, y from customers)
);

Listing 1: Usage of the PyTorch operator directly from SQL. A PyTorch module can be defined by using create function. It can then be used as a table function in SQL queries.

The tight integration of machine learning algorithms into database systems forms also an interesting topic [9]. We divide existing approaches into separated systems, which often suffer from communication overhead, and integrated machine learning solutions, which are generally restricted in some ways.

Connecting Databases to Regular Data Processing. The deep learning framework TensorFlow provides a way of retrieving data from SQLite database engines [26]. Furthermore, it includes an experimental feature IODataset, which can connect to a Postgres endpoint [25].

Katsipoulakis et al. [7] propose a general way of integrating machine learning into SQL and streaming data between storage and processing systems.

Khan et al. present Fireworks [8], which includes data retrieval from databases using SQLAlchemy [24] as a part of their machine learning pipelines.

All of these methods require a transfer of all input data from the database to a processing environment. Especially nested queries, which require multiple environment switches will be negatively affected by this.

Integrated Machine Learning in Databases Systems. Microsoft SQL Server’s stored procedures use Python and R scripts to execute virtually arbitrary processing, including deep learning [4]. Furthermore, Microsoft SQL Server provides access to many data mining methods including clustering, decision trees, and basic neural networks [2]. Microsoft’s ML system Raven adds ONNX models to SQL Server and Spark and shows interesting optimizations for queries using tree-based models [6] [16]. Raven improves ONNX Runtime performance of deep learning models leveraging SQL Server’s execution parallelization and model caching.

Google’s cloud-based data warehouse BigQuery supports the use of various classical machine learning methods including deep learning models with extended SQL [3]. Furthermore, it allows to deploy trained TensorFlow models. Amazon’s sagemaker can be accessed from the database systems Redshift and Athena [11]. In contrast to our work, these systems are divided into distinct services instead and inherently have larger communication costs.

Oracle provides a set of machine learning algorithms including simple neural networks to use directly within SQL queries [15]. Oracle’s implementation performs all computations in the database kernel, which avoids the need to move the data for processing.

Sandha et al. present the integration of linear regression and basic neural networks directly integrated to the Teradata SQL Engine using a Python runtime [19]. Their distributed approach is especially interesting for expensive training algorithms.

With TensorDB Kim et al. present a database system which adds tensor data types to the relational model, supporting many tensor operations. Missing automatic differentiation and GPU support render it, however, impractical for neural networks.

Luo et al. [12] extend the parallel database system SimSQL to support linear algebra, which can be used for a number of machine learning tasks.

With MADlib, Hellerstein et al. create a comprehensive open-source machine learning framework based on SQL and user defined functions for PostgreSQL and Greenplum [5]. While the concepts of MADlib are transferable between database systems, it currently only supports PostgreSQL and Greenplum Database.

Schüle et al. introduce lambda expression based tensor processing with automatic differentiation to the main-memory database HyPer [20]. Due to its lack of syntactical abstractions and GPU support it is only of limited use for sophisticated deep learning models. In their follow-up work, Schüle et al. add the above lambda expression based tensor processing to the Umbra database system, adding just in time GPU code generation [21]. The use of just in time compilation of GPU code allows query specific optimizations.

3 INTEGRATING PYTORCH INTO UMBRA

To integrate modern machine learning capabilities directly into databases, we integrated the high performance deep learning framework PyTorch into our research database system Umbra [14]. Specifically we leverage PyTorch’s implemented deployment method called TorchScript modules to apply machine learning models and also algorithms created with PyTorch directly into Umbra’s execution engine.

To integrate PyTorch into Umbra, we extend the relational algebra by adding a new operator called PyTorch operator. Users can define input values to their modules using standard SQL, and use the outputs of the module just like results of nested queries. Hence, it is also possible to alternate between regular SQL data processing and TorchScript modules within a single query. Furthermore, the user can choose to execute any module on the GPU, leveraging the vast performance advantage of vectorized computation on GPUs.

Listing 1 shows how a TorchScript module can be used directly from SQL. An existing module can be added to the database system by using a create function statement. This new user defined function takes a table as an argument, as indicated by the table ( . . . ) syntax, and returns a new table as result. It contains the path to the module file and some additional parameters that specify its input
This syntax comes with some limitations: Each scalar value for the `next()` function. Instead, each operator pushes its current tuple to the respective output operator’s `consume()` function. Scan operators scan the base relations and push all tuples to their output operator. This operator in turn pushes each tuple further to the next operator. This goes on until an operator in the hierarchy needs to materialize its input, e.g. a join or an aggregation. We call these operators pipeline breakers. The sequence of operators between two pipeline breakers forms a pipeline. One big advantage of this model is, that tuples are never materialized within a pipeline, which reduces the load on the memory.

A Pipeline conceptually forms a large for-loop, which iterates over all tuples and then performs all operations on it, until the resulting tuple gets materialized. To saturate the main-memory bandwidth, Umbra uses code-generation to translate these loop structures directly to efficient machine code [13].

This generated code can scale well even on systems with hundreds of cores. Umbra’s query execution system leverages morsel-driven parallelism [10] to achieve this scalability. Several threads can execute the same pipeline concurrently. Each thread works on its own morsel of the input data and materializes outputs in its own data structures. After all threads executing a pipeline finished, the output data structures are merged to a single data structure.

3.2 TorchScript Modules

TorchScript modules are a way to export models created with PyTorch and Python and call them from C++ code. We consider this a good approach to enable deep learning engineers to deploy their models to our system without changing their development workflow.

A TorchScript module takes a PyTorch Tensor object as input. In the example depicted in Figure 2, the input tensor consists of the two float values $x$ and $y$. To apply the module to several elements at once, the values of multiple elements can be concatenated to a single tensor. When a module is applied to an input tensor it outputs a single Tensor object, which holds the resulting values for each input element. In Figure 2 the resulting values for the input tuple are $z_1$ and $z_2$. All necessary computations and model parameters to execute the module are stored as a part of the module itself. By applying Torchscript modules, our operator supports inferencing. We consider updating or training new modules out of scope for this work.

The versatility of TorchScript modules allows us to use them not only for deep learning models. We can implement any algorithm as a TorchScript module. PyTorch executes modules using a light-weight interpreter, which supports a subset of Python. Hence, it is possible for users to implement and use algorithms through our operator, but we do not implement full support for user defined Python functions. E.g. it is not possible to use any Python libraries except PyTorch and Python’s built-in math module. Of course, although this interpreter is optimized, it is slow compared to optimized and compiled C++ code. However, if tensor operations make up the majority of the workload, the module can benefit from PyTorch’s efficient vectorized implementations. This includes a large set of common machine learning algorithms, which can be executed quickly. So while implementing merge-sort as a TorchScript

---

Figure 2: Conceptual flow of tuples processed by the PyTorch relational algebra operator. The attributes of every input tuple are stored in a temporary buffer for all forwarded attributes and/or passed to the PyTorch module. The output tuple consists of the forwarded attributes and the output of the PyTorch module.

and output types. SQL queries can use the module like a table function. In our example the TorchScript module takes some metrics of a customer from the attributes $x$ and $y$, runs a regression on them, and finally outputs the two values $z_1$ and $z_2$ for every customer. This syntax comes with some limitations: Each scalar value for the input tensor must be stated explicitly as an expression, in this case $(x, y)$. This list of expressions is restructured as a tensor using the `input_shape` information. Each input tuple will be converted to this shape, variable shapes are not supported.

Umbra’s query optimizer does optimize the input to the PyTorch operator as well as the query on its outputs separately. Although out of scope for this work, it would be possible to implement a joint optimization of the whole query to allow e.g. predicate pushdown or reordering the operator with regard to joins. This would require the user to ensure that the module does not necessarily require the input defined by the input query, and manually toggle whether optimizations are allowed.

3.1 Umbra’s Execution Model

Umbra features main-memory performance while still being able to efficiently load data from disk.

Umbra’s execution model is based on the tuple pushing model. In contrast to the iterator model, which is widely used in other database systems, operators in this model do not request new tuples from their input operators by calling a `next()` function. Instead,
module may be extremely slow, we will show that e.g. the K-Means algorithm can be implemented well as a TorchScript module.

3.3 Dataflow Schema

Every tuple that is processed by the PyTorch operator is processed conceptually as shown in Figure 2. Some or all attributes of the operator’s input may be used directly by a TorchScript module. So, these attributes are taken from the input and passed to the module. Some attributes will not be used by the TorchScript module directly but the output of the PyTorch operator should still contain them. These forwarded attributes need to be stored independently from the TorchScript module. Later, they are combined with the output of the TorchScript module to generate an output tuple. It is possible for attributes to be forwarded and passed to the TorchScript module at the same time, such as the attribute x in Figure 2.

This dataflow schema fits well into Umbra’s tuple pushing model. The PyTorch operator forms a pipeline breaker, which materializes both, the input values for the TorchScript module and the forwarded attributes. Then, it applies the module in some way to all input tuples and stores the respective outputs. Finally, it iterates over the materialized forwarded attributes, finds the respective output values for each tuple and pushes the combined output tuple to the output operator. An implementation for this rough outline is depicted in Figure 3.

In the following we distinguish two fundamental approaches to applying PyTorch modules to input elements.

3.3.1 Mini-Batches. Large deep learning models usually use a lot of memory to process their input, scaling linearly with the number of input elements. To meet memory restrictions, especially on GPUs, we have to apply them only to very small sets of input elements, so called mini-batches. Our PyTorch operator can split large input sets into mini-batches and apply the TorchScript module to each batch individually.

3.3.2 Single Batch. There are also use cases where it is strictly necessary to feed all inputs within a single batch to the module. For example, our PyTorch implementation of K-Means requires all data points at once to apply proper clustering. Hence, the PyTorch operator also supports creating a single PyTorch Tensor from all input elements and then applying the TorchScript module to each element at once. We call this the single batch method.

3.4 Dataflow Implementation

For both, the mini-batches and the single batch method, we use a uniform strategy to materialize the input values for the module as well as the forwarded attributes of each tuple. After the materialization, the PyTorch operator implements different strategies for each batching method.

3.4.1 Uniform Materialization. We use chunked lists which are tailored specifically to Umbra’s execution model to materialize incoming tuples. Chunked lists consist of blocks of memory, called chunks. An example of a chunked list is depicted in Figure 4. A chunk can be instantiated with an arbitrary size of memory to store tuples of different, arbitrary sizes. The size of a chunk is stored in its header. Each chunk has a header which stores the total size of the chunk and a pointer to the next chunk to form a linked list of chunks. Tuples are stored in the chunk’s memory following the header.

During pipeline execution every thread uses a thread-local chunked list to materialize tuples. If a chunk has too little memory left to store the next tuple, we create a new chunk and link it to the previous one. Further tuples are then stored in the new chunk. After the pipeline is done, the thread-local chunked lists need to be merged. Merging two chunked lists is very easy, because we only need to change the next pointer of the last chunk in one list to point to the first chunk of the other list.

When the PyTorch operator consumes a new tuple from its incoming pipelines, it splits the tuple into input values for the TorchScript module and the forwarded attributes. The different parts of the tuple are stored in two separate chunked lists as shown in Figure 3. To keep track of the positions of each tuple, we keep track of the order of incoming tuples and store the index of the first contained tuple in each chunk. Note, that the order is the same in both lists. We need to pay special attention when merging the thread local lists to maintain the same order in both lists. Both lists need to be merged in the exact same order. After merging the tuple index in each chunk needs to be updated to account for previous tuples of other thread local lists.

Collecting the Input Tuples. The input values for the module are all materialized in a uniform data type which is set by the TorchScript module, most commonly float32. The module also specifies the number of value per input element. So, because the number of attributes that need to materialized for every tuple can vary as shown in Figure 4. Consequently, the number of tuples per chunk varies, too. Because the materialized tuples have variable sizes, it is not easily possible to directly fetch a tuple at a given index. For this reason we store the ordinal position of each chunks first tuple in each the chunk header for both lists.

Forwarding Tuple Attributes. In contrast to the restricted format of the module inputs, forwarded attributes can have different types, including strings. Hence, the size of individual materialized tuples can vary as shown in Figure 4. Consequently, the number of tuples per chunk varies, too. Because the materialized tuples have variable sizes, it is not easily possible to directly fetch a tuple at a given index. For this reason we store the ordinal position of each chunks first tuple in each the chunk header for both lists.

3.4.2 Processing Mini-Batches. The first of our two approaches to apply TorchScript modules is using mini-batches. In this approach we repeatedly load a small subset of the tuples as a PyTorch Tensor object to which we apply the module. As our input values are already stored in an array-like manner within chunks, the chunks can be used directly as inputs to a TorchScript module.

Applying Modules to Mini-Batches. To meet the possible memory constraints of applying TorchScript modules, we apply the module sequentially to all mini-batches. Usually, mini-batches are much smaller than the chunks generated by the materialization of the inputs by the PyTorch operator. Thus, we conceptually split a chunk into multiple mini-batches. As the values in the chunks are already materialized like a two-dimensional array, entire chunks or parts of it can be referenced directly as PyTorch Tensor objects without creating copies of the data. We can then apply the TorchScript module to these Tensor objects. In turn, we receive the output of the module as a new Tensor object and store it in a list. Then, we load the next mini-batch and proceed in the same way.
Figure 3: Dataflow of the PyTorch operator using mini-batches. Incoming tuples are materialized in two chunked lists. One for forwarded tuples and one for inputs to the TorchScript module. The inputs are then loaded as tensors and the module is applied to them. The results are stored in a list. Finally, the operator iterates over the forwarded attributes of all tuples, looks up the respective output values for each tuple and pushes the merged tuple to its output operator.

Figure 4: Visualization of a chunked list of forwarded attributes

of a chunk, we load a smaller mini-batch if necessary. This part of the dataflow is depicted at the top of Figure 3.

We keep track of the ordinal position of the first tuple in each mini-batch. This allows us to match the outputs of the module to the forwarded attributes.

**Merging Forwarded Attributes with Results.** After applying the TorchScript module to all mini-batches, the PyTorch operator holds two collections of data: the unchanged chunked list of forwarded attributes and the list of output tensors generated by executing the modules. To be able to generate output tuples, which contain the forwarded attributes as well as the output of the TorchScript module, the PyTorch operator needs to merge the two collections again.

To implement this in the morsel-driven parallelization framework used by Umbra, we iterate over the materialized list of forwarded attributes using several threads. As described above, we already keep track of the ordinal positions of the forwarded attributes and the outputs of the module. Thus, while iterating over the forwarded attributes, we know the absolute position $i$ of the current tuple. To efficiently find the module outputs for the tuple at position $i$, the worker threads exploit the fact that the order of elements in both lists is equal and strictly ascending. Also, the output tensors are collected in a vector of references to these tensors. Together, this means that a binary search over the vector of output tensors can be used to efficiently find the module output tuple with index $i$. At the end, the forwarded attributes from the current iteration are combined with the output attributes found by the binary search to form a new output tuple of the PyTorch operator which is passed to its parent operator.

To avoid performing a binary search for each tuple, we maintain the current position within the tensor so that we can access the immediately following element in constant time. Finding the output of the next tuple is done by simply accessing the next element in the current Tensor object. When the current tensor contains no more tuples, the next tensor in the vector of tensors is selected, still without requiring a binary search.

### 3.4.3 Processing Single Batch

As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, we want to support applying the TorchScript module once to all input values at the same time. This is required to implement and apply some algorithms, e.g. K-Means, as TorchScript modules.

**Moving to Single Batch.** To load the input values for all tuples as a PyTorch Tensor object, they need to be stored contiguously in memory. Like when using mini-batches and as depicted in Figure 3, initially they are materialized in a chunked list. Since our execution runs multi-threaded and the query execution does not know the number of tuples the PyTorch operator will receive in advance, it is not possible to materialize them in contiguous memory directly.

Only after the entire input is collected, the exact number of tuples is known. As the inputs are distributed over several different chunks, but the TorchScript module expects one contiguous are of memory,
we need to combine the chunks. To avoid unnecessary, expensive copies of memory by copying the contents of all chunks into a newly allocated array, our implementation uses a sophisticated memory remapping strategy.

**Memory Mapping.** The mmap system call in POSIX systems provides a way to map the contents of a file to a virtual memory address region. It allows us to choose the virtual address we want to map the file to. It is also possible to use mmap multiple times on the same file resulting in distinct virtual memory address for the same file contents.

We can use this feature of mmap to efficiently create a contiguous area of virtual memory for a single Tensor object without using expensive copy operations: First, we store all collected module input data in a memory mapped file. Then, we map this file again to a new virtual memory address space in a suitable order. The resulting virtual address space can be viewed as any other contiguous memory region.

As we do not need actual files on disk, we create files which only live in main memory and do not interact with the file system with the memfd_create system call. This avoids performance impacts of the file system and disk access.

**Alignment Requirements.** Even though this memory mapping technique seems to perfectly fit our use case, there are some constraints, which make it non-trivial to use. Specifically we are faced with two distinct alignment requirements.

(1) The address at which mmap places a memory mapped file needs to be a multiple of the operating system’s page size. In our case, this is 4096 bytes.

(2) Each element in a Tensor object must be placed at an offset which is a multiple of the size of a single element, starting from the first element in the tensor. An element consists of a fixed number of fixed-size values.

Additionally, we need to prevent gaps between elements in the Tensor object, as we would apply the module to these “gap values”, too, which would alter the results for some algorithms such as K-Means. Figure 5 displays a case where plain mapping of all memory pages results in an alignment error. In this example, we map the pages of Chunk 1 at the beginning of our address space and the pages of Chunk 2 at the end of our address space. The last tuple t6 in Chunk 1 does not end at the end of its memory page C. The next tuple t7, which is stored in Chunk 2 is located at the beginning of page H. Even after we mapped page H right after page C, there is still a gap between t6 and t7.

**Hybrid Mapping and Copying.** To meet alignment requirements and avoid copying as much as possible, we use the following algorithm: We create a list of references to all chunks in the chunked list and sort it by their size. To avoid needing to copy the largest chunks, we start with the largest chunk and map it into our new, contiguous memory address space. Then, we iteratively take the next largest chunk and map it to the end of the contiguous address space. Due to the alignment requirements, this creates gaps between the individual chunks, as depicted in Figure 5. We use the smallest chunks to fill these gaps by copying their contents into the gaps. We call this strategy the hybrid method, because it uses both memory mapping and copying for some values.

Figure 6 shows how the hybrid method is applied to a set of three chunks. First, the largest chunk (Chunk 3) is selected and mapped in to the new address space. The tuples t13 to t24 are now at the beginning of our new address space. After t24 there is still some space left in the memory page, so we cannot map the next chunk directly. We use tuples from Chunk 1, the smallest chunk, to fill the space. As the end of page T does not align with the end of the copied tuples, we insert a new memory page X to copy tuples to. After copying t1 - t4, the end of a tuple aligns with the end of a memory page. Now we can map the contents of Chunk 2 after the current position without creating a gap. The remaining tuples of Chunk 1 t5 and t6 are copied to the end of the address space.

As the memory mapping system calls have noticeable cost, mapping the contents of a chunk to a new virtual address space does come at some cost too. Mapping the largest chunks and copying the smallest, ensures that we map chunks, for which the advantage over copying is the largest.

**Applying Module to Single Batch.** As we can load all values as a single PyTorch Tensor object now, we just need to apply the module once to that tensor and store the resulting tensor with all outputs.

**Merging Forwarded Attributes with Results.** As we change the order of tuples in the hybrid method, we need to maintain some position information to be able to find the output value for each tuple. We divide the new address space we mapped the inputs to
When the data paths are merged again, each element can be found with this table. First, we find the largest element \( i_{\text{table}} \) in the lookup table, which is smaller or equal than the value \( i_{\text{search}} \) we are looking for. Then, we retrieve the new position \( i_{\text{new}} \) by adding the respective new position \( i_{\text{table}} \) to the distance between \( i_{\text{search}} \) and \( i_{\text{table}} \) as follows: \( i_{\text{new}} = i_{\text{table}} + (i_{\text{search}} - i_{\text{table}}) \). For example, we want to find the tuple with the original position \( t9 \) in the lookup table in Figure 7. First, we find the largest element, which is still smaller than \( t9 \). This is \( t7 \) and the respective new position is 17. Now we compute the new position of \( t9 \) as follows: \( i_{\text{new}} = 17 + (t9 - t7) = 19 \).

When a thread picks a chunk and starts a pipeline, it uses this strategy to look up the new position of the result for the first tuple in the chunk. Using this position it can merge the forwarded attributes with the output value and push the tuple to the next operator. For all tuples in the same segment, we can omit the lookup through the table and simply pick the next value. At the end of a segment we repeat the same lookup strategy to find the position of the next tuple.

### 4 EVALUATION

To evaluate our implementation, we perform several benchmarks using a simple linear regression TorchScript module, computationally more expensive neural network modules, and a K-Means implementation as a Torchscript module.

All benchmarks were performed on a machine with a 8-core AMD Ryzen 7 3700X, clocks locked at 3.6 GHz and 48 GB DDR4 RAM clocked at 2133 MHz. Directories containing relevant binaries and data were cached in RAM with vmtouch. Each benchmark was executed 11 times. We reported the median of these runs for all experiments.

#### 4.1 Query Stages

We divide the execution of queries into 6 stages.

1. Query compilation
2. Loading the required data and the PyTorch / TorchScript module
3. Computing the input features for the module
4. Moving the input tuples to a Tensor object
5. Applying the module
6. Removing temporary data structures and ending the query

This division is applicable to our implementation, but also to other workflows which perform similar tasks. Figure 8 shows the execution of a query using a linear regression model and some input computation. There are three graphs, which depict the benchmarks for different batching methods. *batched* stands for the approach of iterating over the input data in mini-batches described in Section 3.4.2. The methods *copy* and *hybrid* move the input data to a single batch, to which the module is only applied once. While *copy* does this by simply coping all inputs to a contiguous memory region, *hybrid* uses the memory mapping method described in Section 3.4.3.

The plot in Figure 8 already gives us some insights into the cost of the individual stages. First, the compilation stage makes up a very little part of the total execution time. Since Umbra uses an adaptive compilation backend, which starts executing the generated IR immediately with a virtual machine, this is expected.
Figure 7: Visualization of element reordering and maintained position information. This table maintains a mapping from the original tuple positions to the new positions after the order was changed. It suffices to store only the first index of sequential segments in the new ordering. Subsequent tuples can be found with their respective offset.

Figure 8: Linear regression execution for 100 thousand tuples. Execution time of a query split into stages for different Umbra configurations.

Loading the TorchScript module does, however, take about a third of the total time. This is a significant overhead. Furthermore, this overhead does not depend on the input size. In the following, we will see that it strongly affects performance for small queries.

Computing the inputs for the model in the third stage is done with plain Umbra operators. Nonetheless, we used custom materialization methods in our implementation. Note that the hybrid method’s use of memory mapped files can lead to slower materialization, which will be part of this stage.

While the batched method does not need to move the input data to feed it to the module, copy and hybrid do spend some time in this stage. Naturally, copying the whole input to a new memory region does take measurable time. But also the hybrid method, which copies only very little data takes some time in this stage.

The module application stage is the most interesting for us. We can see that the methods take very different times here. In the copy method, we measure the time of a single call of the modules forward method. However, this is also the case for the hybrid method. Here we can see that mapping chunks of memory into new regions has performance implications when accessing these regions again. Profiling has shown that the number of page faults in the hybrid method higher compared to the copy method. Nonetheless, the time required to copy the input easily outweighs that overhead in this case. The batched method spends much more time in the application stage. This is the case because, in this method, we call the modules forward method many times. Even though TorchScript uses a lightweight interpreter to execute the modules, there is some significant overhead for each individual call. We verified that the increase in computation time is caused by the forward method. Profiling has shown that the time spent in other parts of this stage is negligible.

Finally, there is the teardown stage, which comprises everything happening after the application of the TorchScript module. This includes the deallocation of allocated memory during the query. In case of the hybrid method, it also entails some system calls, which release the memory mapped files. Furthermore, this stage also includes a simple aggregation, which counts all elements. This is needed as a final consumer in the last executed pipeline. Hence, also the position based lookup described in Section 3.4.3 is included in this stage. We did not observe noteworthy effects in this stage and it requires only little time in all experiments.

4.2 Linear Regression Performance

As a first benchmark we chose linear regression on the New York Taxi dataset from 2016 [23]. The usual objective for this dataset is to predict the duration of individual taxi trips. However, we do not build a good model for this prediction, as we are only interested in the performance of our data processing workflow. Nevertheless, we use the realistic data points to create a realistic computational task. In the following, we will see that input computation can pose considerable computational cost. As inputs to our models we use:

- Vendor id of the taxi
- Trip start time of the day normalized to a range of [0, 1]
- Count of passengers in the trip
- Coordinates of the start and end point of the trip normalized to a range of [0, 1]
- The air distance between start and end point of the trip normalized to a range of [0, 1]

The normalization and distance calculations make up a realistic input feature computation task.

4.2.1 Choosing the Best Umbra Batching Mode. Table 1 shows the execution times of our linear regression query for input set sizes from 10 to 10^8 tuples. In the case of linear regression, the TorchScript module does not require much memory. Therefore,
we can choose the batching method freely here, while we need to choose the batched method for larger modules. Here we can see that the different computational characteristics of each method cause differing overhead for distinct input sizes. Copying to a single batch is naturally inefficient and listed here only for reference. This can be observed clearly for larger inputs.

For small input sets, the multiple calls to the modules forward function when using multiple batches outweigh even the overhead of the copy method. Also for very large input sets the batched method performs significantly worse than the hybrid method. Nonetheless, for input sizes of $10^6$ and $10^7$, there is no advantage of using hybrid over batched. Because the performance difference between those methods is so small we default to the hybrid method whenever the memory constraints allow it.

### 4.2.2 Comparison to Alternative Systems.

To evaluate our implementation, we compare it to other possible systems, which achieve the same results:

- **Python**: Load the data from a CSV file and perform all operations in Python.
- **DuckDB**: The data is stored in-memory in a DuckDB [18] instance. DuckDB is used to compute input features, which are further processed in a Python runtime, which applies the module.
- **Umbra Server**: The data is stored in Umbra. Umbra computes the input features and transfers them to a Python runtime analogously to DuckDB.

Figure 9 shows the results of executing linear regression queries on the New York Taxi dataset. We can see at Figure 9a that our implementation yields a low throughput for very small input sets. However, the throughput is strongly increasing with larger input sets. When looking at 10a, we can see that the reason for this is that our implementation needs to spend a lot of time loading the module. This constant overhead has a large effect on small queries, but it becomes more and more irrelevant, as the size of the input set and along with the computation time of other execution stages of the query grow larger.

When looking at 9b and 10b, we can see that our implementation yields clearly superior performance over the other systems. Figure 10b reveals furthermore, how most of the computation time for larger input sets is spent. The Python system is unsurprisingly slow and spends significant time on loading the data from CSV files, but furthermore spends most of its time with computing the input features for the module. More interesting insights can be gained from the decompositions of the DuckDB and Umbra Server systems computation time. First, the input computation stage of DuckDB is faster than using the Umbra Server. Umbra’s query engine is much faster than DuckDB. So here we can observe, that the inter-process communication between two systems is expensive. The reason for
4.3 Neural Network Performance

Using a simple linear regression module results in very little computation time spent by applying the module, as linear regression is not very computationally expensive. To explore the behavior of our implementation with more computationally intensive TorchScript modules, we perform the same benchmark with a neural network instead of a linear regression module. This neural network consists of roughly 5 million parameters organized in five large layers. In comparison to modern neural networks, this network is still relatively small. To reduce the slow downs of control flow in Python for the competing systems we apply the module to a single batch of input tuples. As a result, we need to limit the number of tuples to keep the memory usage manageable.

Figure 11 shows the results of our benchmark with input set ranging from 100 to 100 thousand input tuples. It reveals that in this case our implementation has a significantly lower throughput than all other systems we tested. The difference of roughly 40% is not tremendous, but still unexpected. When looking at 12a, we see that the required time to load the module increases in comparison to the linear regression example from about 8 milliseconds to about 20 milliseconds. This is expected, as the neural network module is much larger than the linear regression module. Furthermore, we can see that already for 100 input tuples, the required time to apply the module to the data is several times larger, than the other systems. Figure 12b shows that this is also the case for larger input set. Here, all other parts of the query take almost no time. The module application section of the query consists of a single call to the forward method of the TorchScript module in this case, as we are using a single input batch. This leaves no other explanation than the implementation of TorchScript modules in C++ simply performs worse than regular PyTorch used from Python.

Another key insight we gain from 10b is that our implementation can execute the whole query faster than Python can create a PyTorch Tensor object. Furthermore, the feature computation and moving them from the database to Python takes much longer than that. We conclude from this that integrating computation into the database yields irrefutable performance improvement potential compared to systems using a Python runtime.

4.3.1 TorchScript Performance Comparison. It seems plausible that using a TorchScript module in a C++ environment should yield roughly the same performance as as using the same TorchScript module from Python or performing the same operations as regular PyTorch methods in Python. As we clearly observe otherwise in Figure 11, we create a new benchmarks comparing the different possible ways of using PyTorch to apply the neural network module. Table 2 shows that all configurations perform very similarly, except using a TorchScript module from C++, which is about 14% slower.

There is a reasonable explanation why TorchScript might be slower than PyTorch. As TorchScript modules are essentially just code blocks consisting of a subset of Python combined with the parameter data, they cannot be immediately executed. In C++ environments PyTorch invokes an interpreter to execute modules. It is plausible that this interpreter executes the module slower than the regular Python interpreter can. Still, this difference is large and we suspect that there might be potential for optimizations of TorchScript modules in PyTorch. Additionally, the difference we observe when applying the module in our integrated system is significantly larger than in this benchmark. Finding a reason for this is subject to further research.
4.3.2 GPU Performance. The sub-par performance of our implementation in the neural network benchmark does, however, not necessarily mean that our implementation cannot perform well on queries involving neural networks. An essential method of accelerating neural network computations is using GPUs.

Figure 13 shows that the performance of our implementation can be better than the other tested systems for computationally expensive neural networks. There is still some constant overhead for loading the TorchScript module to the GPU which limits performance for small input sets. Again, the overhead is larger than in a Python runtime of PyTorch. Figure 13 shows that for large input sets our implementation is nevertheless faster than the other tested systems. As visible in Figure 14, the time required to apply the module on the GPU is roughly equal in all systems. Exactly as in the linear regression benchmark, our implementation has a performance advantage in the feature computation and tensor creation stages.

4.4 K-Means Performance

Additionally to linear regression and neural networks, we test our implementation with a module that implements the K-Means clustering algorithm. Umbra does already provide a K-Means operator to perform the algorithm.

The majority of the computation in the K-Means algorithm is spent for computing the distance between all data points and all cluster centers. These distances are then used to determine the nearest cluster for each data point.

There is a fundamental difference between the two implementations we are testing in this step. Umbra’s native implementation iterates over the data points and computes the distance to each cluster center for each point. It then immediately determines the nearest cluster and does only store the new associated cluster id.

In contrast to that, our PyTorch implementation can only excel by using vectorized functions over large chunks of data. This means that the best way to implement K-Means using PyTorch is to compute a distance matrix between all data points and all cluster centers. The nearest cluster center for each data point is then computed by another PyTorch function using the distance matrix. Creating this distance matrix results in the PyTorch implementation using significantly more memory bandwidth. Therefore, it is expected that our implementation using a TorchScript module does not reach the same performance as the native operator does.

Figure 15 shows that the TorchScript module is roughly two times slower than the native implementation for smaller input sets. This gap widens to a factor of roughly 10 times for input sizes above 400 thousand tuples, after which it remains stable. Our TorchScript module is also capable of running on the GPU. In figures 15a and 15b we can see, that using the GPU yields very low performance for small inputs, but surpasses the CPU version for larger input sets. We also observe that most of the time is spent transferring the data to the GPU. The actual computation of our TorchScript module on the GPU is slightly faster than Umbra’s native K-Means implementation. It is, however, important to note that the GPU version cannot be arbitrarily scaled to larger input sizes. As all data points need to be present in memory and available memory on GPUs is usually much smaller than the main memory, this method will stop working for much smaller input sets, than are possible with the native implementation.

Yet, one noteworthy aspect is that implementing a new Umbra operator is a substantial amount of work requiring expert knowledge. Umbra’s native K-Means implementation consists of over 1000 lines of code distributed over several header and implementation files. In contrast to this, our PyTorch module for K-Means is only 25 lines long and comparably very simple. Additionally, there
are many open source implementations of K-Means using PyTorch, which we could just reuse. So while the native operator for K-Means is clearly superior, one would need to evaluate whether implementing a native Umbra operator is worth the additional effort for new algorithms. While user defined operators introduced by Sichert et al. also provide a way for users to integrate new algorithms into the database, the out-of-the-box GPU support might still make our approach more attractive [22].

4.5 Performance Implication of Using a Single Batch

Section 3.4.3 shows a way of moving data to different virtual address spaces. Our hybrid method relies on mapping memory pages to new addresses and only copying small parts of the data for better speed. To verify that this method does really improve performance, we compare it to just copying all tuples. Figure 16a shows that using our hybrid method does not make a large difference for small input sets, compared to just copying all values. Using a larger input set, however, makes the copy method significantly slower, which can be seen in Figure 16b and 17b.

In Figure 17b we cannot only see that copying does take a lot of time. It also shows that applying the module using the hybrid method is slower than using the copy method. Furthermore, profiling has shown that the time spent handling page faults increased by over 30% when switching from the copy method to our hybrid method. This results in an increase of 30% of time spent in the module application stage for linear regression. The reason for this is that the MMU needs to translate the new virtual addresses, we use to access the input data. Our use of mmap which maps these new virtual addresses to existing physical memory changes the page table and puts additional load on the MMU translating virtual addresses to physical addresses.

5 CONCLUSION

In this work we presented how we implemented an integration of PyTorch into Umbra as a relational operator. We show that modern deep learning frameworks can be integrated within complex compiling database systems with relatively low implementation effort. Nonetheless, we added a large set of computational capabilities to the database system allowing not only the application of deep learning models but also providing a way to efficiently execute arbitrary vector operation based algorithms, while supporting the use of GPU acceleration.

We show that our integrated implementation outperforms currently popular alternative workflows. Finally, we conclude that a tight integration of computational operations into database systems is a promising way of enabling faster query processing than current solutions. Even though our implementation focuses on inferencing, we deem this approach also usable for training new models.
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